The present invention discloses a method for realizing content adaptation and a content adaptation server, the method includes: receiving a multimedia message from a calling terminal; wherein contents of the multimedia message and a model of a called terminal are included in the multimedia message; determining the multimedia formats supported by the called terminal according to the model of the called terminal, and selecting an optimum multimedia format from them; and compressing the multimedia message according to the selected optimum multimedia format, and sending the compressed multimedia message according to the maximum size of the multimedia message supported by the called terminal. Based on the present invention, the presentation effect of the contents of the multimedia message can be enhanced and the user experience can be improved by selecting the optimum multimedia format to compress the multimedia message according to the model of the called terminal.
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TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates to the field of communications, and specifically to a method for realizing content adaptation and a content adaptation server.

BACKGROUND

Along with the development of communication technologies, types and functions of terminals become increasingly complex and diverse, different terminals have different capabilities, and their abilities to support multimedia messages are different as well.

In view of the issue that different terminals have different capabilities of supporting the multimedia messages, a multimedia message content adaptation server has been produced, wherein the process of using the multimedia message content adaptation server to adopt the messages is: forwarding the multimedia message sent by a calling terminal to a called terminal, while the called terminal acquires the multimedia message, a multimedia message center sends the multimedia message and a terminal type of the called terminal to the multimedia message content adaptation server; according to the capability of the terminal, the multimedia message content adaptation server adapts contents of the multimedia message, and returns the adapted multimedia message to the multimedia message center; the multimedia message center receives the adapted multimedia message, and delivers the adapted multimedia message to the called terminal.

When the multimedia message content adaptation server is used to adapt messages, the contents of the multimedia message may be compressed and converted, this may result in a poor presentation effect of the contents of the multimedia message, and reduce the user experience of the called terminal about the multimedia message.

SUMMARY

The present invention is proposed in consideration of the poor presentation effect of contents of multimedia messages and an impact on the user experience that may result from using a multimedia message content adaptation server to compress and convert contents of the multimedia messages in related technologies, for this reason, the main purpose of the present invention is to provide a method for realizing content adaptation and a content adaptation server so as to resolve the above-mentioned problem.

Based on one aspect of the present invention, the method for realizing content adaptation is provided.

The method for realizing content adaptation in accordance with the present invention includes: receiving a multimedia message from a calling terminal, wherein contents of the multimedia message and a model of a called terminal are included in the multimedia message; determining multimedia formats supported by the called terminal according to the model of the called terminal, and selecting an optimum multimedia format from them; compressing the multimedia message according to the selected optimum multimedia format, and sending the compressed multimedia message according to the maximum size of the multimedia message supported by the called terminal.

Wherein the processing of compressing the multimedia message may specifically include: according to a multimedia type, the received contents of the multimedia message are divided into different types of multimedia message content segments, wherein the multimedia type includes pictures, audios, videos and texts; and different types of the multimedia message content segments are compressed respectively, and individual compressed multimedia message content segments are assembled into the compressed multimedia message.

Moreover, the operation of sending the compressed multimedia message according to the maximum size of the multimedia message supported by the called terminal may specifically include: if the size of the compressed multimedia message is smaller than or equal to the maximum size of the multimedia message supported by the called terminal, then the compressed multimedia message is sent directly; and if the size of the compressed multimedia message is greater than the maximum size of the multimedia message supported by the called terminal, then the compressed multimedia message is divided into multiple sub-multimedia-messages, wherein the size of each sub-multimedia-message is all smaller than or equal to the maximum size of the multimedia message supported by the called terminal.

Furthermore, the method may also include: a multimedia message center receives the compressed multimedia message; the multimedia message center decomposes the compressed multimedia message; in the case that one multimedia message is obtained through decomposition, the multimedia message center directly sends the multimedia message obtained through decomposition to the called terminal; and in the case that multiple sub-multimedia-messages are obtained through decomposition, the multimedia message center sends one sub-multimedia-message to the called terminal, and locally saves the rest sub-multimedia-messages to be used for subsequent sending.

Wherein, the processing of locally saving the rest sub-multimedia-messages to be used for subsequent sending may specifically include: after receiving a message acknowledge response from the called terminal, the multimedia message center sends another sub-multimedia-message to the called terminal.

Based on another aspect of the present invention, the content adaptation server is provided.

The content adaptation server in accordance with the present invention comprises: a receiving module, which is used for receiving a multimedia message from a calling terminal, wherein multimedia contents and a model of a called terminal are included in the multimedia message; a determining module, which is used for determining multimedia formats supported by the called terminal according to the model of the called terminal and selecting an optimum multimedia format from them; a compressing module, which is used for compressing the multimedia message according to the optimum multimedia format selected by the determining module; and a sending module, which is used for sending the multimedia message compressed by the compressing module according to the maximum size of the multimedia message supported by the called terminal.

Preferably, the compressing module may comprise: a splitting module, which is used for dividing the received contents of the multimedia message into different types of multimedia message content segments according to a multimedia type, wherein the multimedia type includes pictures, audios, videos and texts; a compressing sub-module, which is used for compressing the different types of the multimedia message content segments; and an assembling module, which is used for assembling individual compressed multimedia message content segments into the compressed multimedia message.
Moreover, the sending module may comprise: a first sending module, which is used for directly sending the compressed multimedia message if the size of the compressed multimedia message is smaller than or equal to the maximum size of the multimedia message supported by the called terminal; and a second sending module, which is used for dividing the compressed multimedia message into multiple sub-multimedia-messages and sending them if the size of the compressed multimedia message is greater than the maximum size of the multimedia message supported by the called terminal, wherein the size of each sub-multimedia-message is all smaller than or equal to the maximum size of the multimedia message supported by the called terminal.

Based on at least one of the above-mentioned technical schemes of the present invention, the presentation effect of the contents of the multimedia message can be enhanced and the user experience can be improved by selecting the optimum multimedia format to compress the multimedia message according to the model of the called terminal.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The drawings are used to provide further understanding about the present invention, constitute a part of the description, are used together with the embodiments of the present invention to explain the present invention, and do not constitute any limitation to the present invention. Among the drawings:

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of a method for realizing content adaptation in accordance with a method embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a detailed processing flowchart of the method for realizing content adaptation in accordance with the method embodiment of the present invention; and

FIG. 3 is a structure block diagram of a content adaptation server in accordance with the method embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The present invention will be described in details with reference to the drawings hereinafter. It is necessary to be noted that when there is no conflict, embodiments in the present application and the characteristics in the embodiments can be combined with each other.

Method Embodiment

In accordance with the embodiments of the present invention, a method for realizing content adaptation is provided.

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of the method for realizing content adaptation in accordance with the embodiment of the present invention, as shown in FIG. 1, the method includes the following step S102 to step S106:

step S102, receiving a multimedia message from a calling terminal, wherein contents of the multimedia message and a model of a called terminal are included in the multimedia message;

step S104, determining multimedia formats supported by the called terminal according to the model of the called terminal, and selecting an optimum multimedia format from them; and

step S106, compressing the multimedia message according to the selected optimum multimedia format, and transmitting the compressed multimedia message according to the maximum size of the multimedia message supported by the called terminal.

Wherein in step S106, the operation of compressing the multimedia message specifically includes: according to multimedia types, the received contents of multimedia message are divided into different types of multimedia message content segments, wherein the multimedia type includes pictures, audios, videos and texts; different types of the multimedia message content segments are compressed respectively, and individual compressed multimedia message content segments are assembled into the compressed multimedia message.

Wherein in step S106, the operation of sending the compressed multimedia message according to the maximum size of the multimedia message supported by the called terminal specifically includes: if the size of the compressed multimedia message is smaller than or equal to the maximum size of the multimedia message supported by the called terminal, the compressed multimedia message is sent directly; and if the size of the compressed multimedia message is greater than the maximum size of the multimedia message supported by the called terminal, then the compressed multimedia message is divided into multiple sub-multimedia-messages, wherein the size of each sub-multimedia-message is all smaller than or equal to the maximum size of the multimedia message supported by the called terminal. The multimedia message is compressed by selecting the optimum multimedia format, to enhance the presentation effect of contents of the multimedia message.

Preferably, the method further includes: a multimedia message center receives the compressed multimedia message, and decomposes the compressed multimedia message, in the case that one multimedia message is obtained through decomposition, the multimedia message center directly sends the multimedia message obtained through decomposition to the called terminal; in the case that multiple sub-multimedia-messages are obtained through decomposition, it sends one sub-multimedia-message to the called terminal and locally saves the rest sub-multimedia-messages to be used for subsequent sending, wherein the multimedia message center can send the rest subsequent sub-multimedia-messages to the called terminal after receiving a message acknowledgement response from the called terminal.

FIG. 2 is a detailed processing flowchart of the method for realizing content adaptation in accordance with the method embodiment of the present invention, as shown in FIG. 2, the method includes the following step S201 to step S209:

step S201, the multimedia message center acquires a multimedia message sent by the calling terminal or an SP server, wherein the contents of the multimedia message and a model of the called terminal are included in the multimedia message, the multimedia message center saves the contents of the multimedia message in the data memory and a data server address that saves the contents of the multimedia message;

step S202, the multimedia message center sends a notification message to a user of the called terminal, the address that saves the contents of the multimedia message is included in the notification message, and the notification message may be delivered through a short message;

step S203, the called terminal initiates a multimedia message acquisition request to the multimedia message center according to the contents of the notification message;

step S204, after receiving the acquisition request from the called terminal, the multimedia message center retrieves terminal information of the called terminal, and sends the contents of the entire multimedia message and a terminal type of a called user to the multimedia message content adaptation server;
step S205, according to the multimedia type, the multimedia message content adaptation server divides the entire received contents of the multimedia message into different types of multimedia message content segments, wherein the multimedia type includes pictures, audios, videos and texts, selects the multimedia format supported by the called terminal from a local terminal database according to the model of the called terminal, selects a content adaptation method that offers the best presentation effect according to capabilities of the called terminal, respectively compresses different types of the multimedia message content segments, and assembles the individual compressed multimedia message content segments into the compressed multimedia message;

if the size of the contents of the compressed multimedia message is smaller than or equal to the maximum size of the multimedia message supported by the called terminal, then the compressed multimedia message is returned to the multimedia message center as an adapted result; if the size of the contents of the compressed multimedia message is greater than the maximum size of the multimedia message supported by the called terminal, then the multimedia message is divided into multiple sub-multimedia-messages, and the multiple sub-multimedia-messages are returned to the multimedia message center as the adapted result;

step S206, the multimedia message center receives the adapted result and decomposes the message, if only one multimedia message is obtained through decomposition, then the multimedia message is directly returned to the called terminal; if multiple sub-multimedia-messages are obtained through decomposition, then a first decomposed sub-multimedia-message is returned to the called terminal, the rest sub-multimedia-messages are saved in the multimedia message center, waiting for subsequent sending;

step S207, after acquiring the multimedia message or the first sub-multimedia-message, the called terminal returns a multimedia message success response (i.e. the above mentioned message acknowledgement response) to the multimedia message center;

step S208, the multimedia message center receives the multimedia message success response, and completes the sending acknowledgement of the multimedia message;

step S209, if there are other sub-multimedia-messages, then the multimedia message center continues to deliver the sub-multimedia-messages to the called terminal according to the order of sequence, and the called terminal continues to acquire the sub-multimedia-messages delivered by the multimedia message center.

Based on the technical scheme provided in the embodiments of the present invention, the presentation effect of the contents of the multimedia message can be enhanced and the user experience can be improved by selecting the optimum multimedia format to compress the multimedia message according to the model of the called terminal.

In accordance with the embodiments of the present invention, a computer-readable media is also provided; the computer-readable media saves a computer-executable command. When the command is executed by a computer or processor, the computer or processor executes processing in individual steps as shown in FIG. 1 and FIG. 2, and preferably, it executes the above-mentioned method embodiment.

Device Embodiment

Based on embodiments of the present invention, a content adaptation server is provided. FIG. 3 is a structure block diagram of the content adaptation server in accordance with the embodiments of the present invention, as shown in FIG. 3, the device comprises: a receiving module 10, a determining module 20, a compressing module 30, and a sending module 40. The functions of individual modules will be described in details hereinafter:

the receiving module 10 is used for receiving a multimedia message from a calling terminal, wherein multimedia contents and a model of a called terminal are included in the multimedia message;

the determining module 20 is used for determining multimedia formats supported by the called terminal according to the model of the called terminal and selecting an optimum multimedia format from them, and the determining module may be connected to the receiving module 10;

the compressing module 30 is used for compressing the multimedia message according to the optimum multimedia format selected by the determining module, and the compressing module may be connected to the determining module 20; and

the sending module 40 is used for sending the multimedia message compressed by the compressing module according to the maximum size of the multimedia message supported by the called terminal, and the sending module may be connected to the compressing module 30.

Wherein the compressing module 30 comprises a splitting module, a compressing sub-module and an assembling module, wherein the splitting module is used for dividing the received contents of the multimedia message into different types of multimedia message content segments according to a multimedia type, wherein the multimedia type includes pictures, audios, videos and texts; the compressing sub-module is used for compressing the different types of the multimedia message content segments respectively; and the assembling module is used for assembling the individual compressed multimedia message content segments into the compressed multimedia message.

Wherein the sending module 40 comprises a first sending module and a second sending module, wherein the first sending module is used for directly sending the compressed multimedia message if the size of the compressed multimedia message is smaller than or equal to the maximum size of the multimedia message supported by the called terminal; and the second sending module is used for dividing the compressed multimedia message into multiple sub-multimedia-messages and sending them if the size of the compressed multimedia message is greater than the maximum size of the multimedia message supported by the called terminal, wherein the size of each sub-multimedia-message is all smaller than or equal to the maximum size of the multimedia message supported by the called terminal.

Based on the content adaptation server provided in the embodiments of the present invention, the presentation effect of the contents of the multimedia message can be enhanced and the user experience can be improved by selecting the optimum multimedia format to compress the multimedia message according to the model of the called terminal.

As mentioned above, in accordance with the method for realizing content adaptation and the content adaptation server provided in the present invention, can enhance the presentation effect of the contents of the multimedia message can be enhanced and the user experience can be improved by selecting the optimum multimedia format to compress the multimedia message according to the model of the called terminal.

Moreover, the implementation of the present invention has not changed the system architecture and the existing process-
The above descriptions are only exemplary embodiments of the present invention, rather than limit the present invention as to those technicians skilled in the art, various modifications and changes can be made to the present invention. Any modification, equivalent substitute and improvement within spirit and principle of the present invention are in protection scope of the present invention.

What is claimed is:

1. A method for realizing content adaptation, including: receiving a multimedia message from a calling terminal, wherein contents of the multimedia message and a model of a called terminal are included in the multimedia message, the calling terminal having included the model of the called terminal into the multimedia message; determining multimedia formats supported by the called terminal according to the model of the called terminal, and selecting an optimum multimedia format from them; and compressing the multimedia message according to the selected optimum multimedia format, and sending the compressed multimedia message according to the maximum size of the multimedia message supported by the called terminal.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the process of compressing the multimedia message specifically includes: according to a multimedia type, the received contents of the multimedia message are divided into different types of multimedia message content segments, wherein the multimedia type includes pictures, audios, videos and texts; and different types of the multimedia message content segments are compressed respectively, and individual compressed multimedia message content segments are assembled into the compressed multimedia message.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the process of sending the compressed multimedia message according to the maximum size of the multimedia message supported by the called terminal specifically includes:
   if the size of the compressed multimedia message is smaller than or equal to the maximum size of the multimedia message supported by the called terminal, then the compressed multimedia message is sent directly; and
   if the size of the compressed multimedia message is greater than the maximum size of the multimedia message supported by the called terminal, then the compressed multimedia message is divided into multiple sub-multimedia-messages, wherein the size of each sub-multimedia-message is all smaller than or equal to the maximum size of the multimedia message supported by the called terminal.

4. The method according to claim 1, further including: a multimedia message center receiving the compressed multimedia message; the multimedia message center decomposing the compressed multimedia message; in the case that one multimedia message is obtained through decomposition, the multimedia message center directly sending the multimedia message obtained through decomposition to the called terminal; and in the case that multiple sub-multimedia-messages are obtained through decomposition, the multimedia message center sending one sub-multimedia-message to the called terminal, and locally saving the rest of the sub-multimedia-messages to be used for subsequent sending.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the process of locally saving the rest of the sub-multimedia-messages to be used for subsequent sending specifically includes:
   after receiving a message acknowledgement response from the called terminal, the multimedia message center sends another sub-multimedia-message to the called terminal.

6. A content adaptation server for use with a calling terminal having a model, the calling terminal disposed to include the model of a called terminal into a multimedia message, including:
   a receiving module, which is used for receiving a multimedia message from the calling terminal, wherein multimedia contents and the model of a called terminal are included in the multimedia message;
   a determining module, which is used for determining multimedia formats supported by the called terminal according to the model of the called terminal and selecting an optimum multimedia format from them;
   a compressing module, which is used for compressing the multimedia message according to the optimum multimedia format selected by the determining module; and
   a sending module, which is used for sending the multimedia message compressed by the compressing module according to the maximum size of the multimedia message supported by the called terminal.

7. The content adaptation server according to claim 6, wherein the compressing module comprises:
   a splitting module, which is used for dividing the received contents of the multimedia message into different types of multimedia message content segments according to a multimedia type, wherein the multimedia type includes pictures, audios, videos and texts;
   a compressing sub-module, which is used for compressing the different types of the multimedia message content segments respectively; and
   an assembling module, which is used for assembling individual compressed multimedia message content segments into the compressed multimedia message.

8. The content adaptation server according to claim 6, wherein the sending module comprises:
   a first sending module, which is used for directly sending the compressed multimedia message if the size of the compressed multimedia message is smaller than or equal to the maximum size of the multimedia message supported by the called terminal, and
   a second sending module, which is used for dividing the compressed multimedia message into multiple sub-multimedia-messages and sending them if the size of the compressed multimedia message is greater than the maximum size of the multimedia message supported by the called terminal, wherein the size of each sub-multimedia-message is all smaller than or equal to the maximum size of the multimedia message supported by the called terminal.

9. The method according to claim 2, further including: a multimedia message center receiving the compressed multimedia message; the multimedia message center decomposing the compressed multimedia message; in the case that one multimedia message is obtained through decomposition, the multimedia message center...
9. The method according to claim 3, further including:

- in the case that multiple sub-multimedia-messages are obtained through decomposition, the multimedia message center sending one sub-multimedia-message to the called terminal, and locally saving the rest of the sub-multimedia-messages to be used for subsequent sending.

10. The method according to claim 3, further including:

- in the case that one multimedia message is obtained through decomposition, the multimedia message center directly sending the multimedia message obtained through decomposition to the called terminal; and

- in the case that multiple sub-multimedia-messages are obtained through decomposition, the multimedia message center sending one sub-multimedia-message to the called terminal, and locally saving the rest of the sub-multimedia-messages to be used for subsequent sending.

11. The method according to claim 9, wherein the process of locally saving the rest of the sub-multimedia-messages to be used for subsequent sending specifically includes:

- after receiving a message acknowledgement response from the called terminal, the multimedia message center sends another sub-multimedia-message to the called terminal.

12. The method according to claim 10, wherein the process of locally saving the rest of the sub-multimedia-messages to be used for subsequent sending specifically includes:

- after receiving a message acknowledgement response from the called terminal, the multimedia message center sends another sub-multimedia-message to the called terminal.

13. The content adaptation server according to claim 7, wherein the sending module comprises:

- a first sending module, which is used for directly sending the compressed multimedia message if the size of the compressed multimedia message is smaller than or equal to the maximum size of the multimedia message supported by the called terminal; and

- a second sending module, which is used for dividing the compressed multimedia message into multiple sub-multimedia-messages and sending them if the size of the compressed multimedia message is greater than the maximum size of the multimedia message supported by the called terminal, wherein the size of each sub-multimedia-message is all smaller than or equal to the maximum size of the multimedia message supported by the called terminal.